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underwrite our efforts are built on real relationships stemming
from shared values, goals, geography, and history.

Most business leaders can only hope for a �board of directors�
as competent and committed to the cause of the organization as
our membership has demonstrated in their individual and collec-
tive efforts. To this core, we will add others who share the values
and vision that guide our personal and organized activities.

The strength of any national effort is in establishing and being
faithful to guiding values and goals that, while uniquely interpreted
in member organizations, still have common acceptance in the
group. The organization�s role is to integrate, communicate, and
ensure continuity by establishing an appropriate and sustainable
level of operations. The future of CCN will lie in its membership,
the growing family of CED practitioners making a difference in
their communities. We are committed to making their lives easier
by providing: technical assistance to expand their capabilities; policy
initiatives to facilitate acceptance of their efforts by all levels of
government; and, through membership, association with those of
like mind and values - the Canadian CED family.c

MIKE DRISCOLL is a business professional with over 21 years of
experience in a wide variety of manufacturing, research and non-
profit organizations. Starting with the Community Opportunities
Development Association (CODA) in 1994 as a volunteer, he
was a loan reviewer for CODA�s Micro-enterprise Loan Fund,
was chair of their Self-Employment Advisory Committee, and is
currently a member of the Lutherwood Community Opportuni-
ties Development Association�s board of governors.

Mike is a founding member of the SEED Loan Fund, which
serves the Region of Waterloo and Wellington County in
Ontario. He was recruited by the Fund to serve as the lending co-
ordinator during startup. He has presented at �Going Private - A
conference on community economic development financing�, and
facilitated the workshop on �Creating and maintaining sustainable
partnerships with the government and financial institutions� at the
second national ACEM/MCLA sponsored conference on �Finan-
cial Strategies for Socio-Economic Development.�

He is a trained facilitator for the principles of The Natural Step
(Sweden�s very successful framework for sustainable develop-
ment); and for the ISO standards for quality and environmental
management systems.
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he founding members of the national network formerly
known as �Digby� have reincorporated themselves as
The Canadian CED Network (CCN). Our first mem-
bers provide the starting points of regional networks

that will eventually link all those interested in sharing or learning
about CED best practices.

I have the privilege of working with CCN as their managing
director during this year of membership building and formalization
of our technical assistance mechanisms. There are also multi-level
policy discussions underway, building the case for CED and putting
it in front of the policy-makers across Canada. CCN provides an
opportunity for existing CED practitioners to expand their tool
kit, while providing emerging organizations with many examples of
how CED can be successfully applied in their communities. New
members will have the chance to participate in working group
activities (Membership, Technical Assistance, Policy) whereby CCN
will expand the application of CED practices in Canada, increase
the number of practitioners, and ensure CED�s legitimacy in public
discussion of economic alternatives.

Plans are well underway for a series of technical assistance
workshops under the program name �Rolling Thunder.� These
workshops will cross the country continuously with the intent to:
1. build capacity - to learn from each other, to share skills, knowl-

edge and experience, tools and techniques; to create future
opportunities; to make contacts and connections.

2. grow the voice and the network; to link to policy and member-
ship.
The CCN also retains its strong association with the CEDTAP/

PATDEC program with our mutual interests in growing the use of
effective CED in Canada.

Canadian CED fills gaps, addresses inequalities, supporting
those in need and pushing the bounds of community enterprise.
The CCN is committed to economic development that considers
the social and environmental fabric of our communities, ensuring
that foundations are laid for truly sustainable activities. This
communal commitment to helping others separates our style of
economic development from conventional business.

My years in manufacturing too often illustrated the lack of
common values within the factory walls. The management �team�
was too often cobbled together from disparate sources, with the
assumption that the profit motive was sufficient to unite our
efforts. Too much time was consumed in territorial battles, ego
struggles, and hiding incompetence. The natural communities that
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Community Economic Development

cohesive vision

professional standards

is an increasingly useful
solution to the economic, social and environmental challenges facing
Canadians. Across the country, a growing number of community-based
organizations are using local resources and capital to undertake projects that
improve life for all residents.

Yet the CED movement in Canada still lacks a . Many CED
organizations operate in isolation, pursuing the same strategies and encountering the same
obstacles as similar groups in other communities.

CED needs a unifying value system and a set of to give it authority as an alternative economic
development model and to maximize its effectiveness in finding local solutions. Providing a collective national focus for these
activities will allow CED organizations to learn from the experience of their peers and develop local strategies that can be
shared with and utilized in other communities.

In June 1997
local economic

solutions

our mission

our goal

, 16 CED organizations began meeting to share
their learnings and experience in developing

. From these meetings evolved The Canadian CED
Network (CCN), a revenue-generating, self-sustaining
organization, dedicated to defining, developing and supporting
best practice in CED across Canada.

It is to develop, deliver and evaluate products
and strategies that expand the scale and effectiveness of CED by:

using CED best practices available in the partnership to offer
educational, motivational and practical assistance to each other
and communities throughout Canada;
brokering CED technical assistance and products and
continuing to develop new products; and
arranging financing to enable the transference of CED
programs and knowledge.

It is to achieve widespread recognition of CED as a
significant strategy on a national scale, leading to the solution of
economic, social and environmental problems at the local level.
This outcome will be achieved by:

developing and exchanging CED knowledge & skills;
marketing best practice;
engaging a broad range of members and sectors in CED work;
identifying key policy objectives which position CED as a
viable option; and
increasing capacity to deliver technical assistance by increasing
the number of technical assistance people and improving their
materials and transfer processes.
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Members of the Canadian CED Network work collectively
to promote continuous innovation in their organizations
and to provide guidance and support for a new
generation of CED leaders.

Membership is open to
individuals and organizations who support our mission,
values, and goals. To foster local networks, applicants must
be sponsored by an existing member.

For more information about joining the CCN, (including a
complete list of current members), visit
http://www.canadiancednetwork.org, or contact us at
phone (toll-free) 877-202-2268 or locally 519-826-5207, fax
519-822-6170, or mail 30 Wyndham Street North, Guelph,
ON N1H 4E5

Become a CCN Member!
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